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A turning point for the cidb during 2020 was the
appointment of a permanent CEO in Cyril Gamede,
but, tragically, this was followed in August 2021
by his sad and most untimely death. His time
with us was short but such was his impact during
those months that no-one questioned the longterm benefits he would have brought to the
organisation. He left us stronger than when he met
us, and forged a foundation for newly appointed
chief operations officer, Bongani Dladla, when he
found himself acting CEO. It was not what Bongani
signed on for, but he has eased into the role with
consummate professionalism, proving a sturdy
interim rudder for the cidb.

EDITOR’S NOTE
It’s been a year of ups and downs, smiles and sadness. Despite the
arrival of Omicron, Covid-19 is no longer the biggest story in town,
as businesses knuckle under, pushed beyond their comfort zone to
become more determined, focused and productive than before.

We had a most memorable celebration during
Women’s Month of the female professionals
who are giving local construction a refreshing
lift. There is something deeply satisfying about
listening to these winners talk of their passion and

commitment to an industry that is slowly warming
to the tremendous contribution they are making.
May the trend gain momentum.

presentations. If you missed it, click on http://
youtube.com/watch?v=_tVkZSlTbaA&t=0s. We’re
confident you will find it informative listening.

In this issue, we chat to Dr Nkgomeleng Julia
Petla, one of the influencers in a new womenempowerment network established by cidb
Empowerment and Recognition of Women in
Construction award winners to promote and
strengthen the role of women in the sector.

The National Stakeholder Forum provided
another highpoint during 2021, many in fact, as
members participated in no fewer than 10 robust
engagements. The cidb continues to appreciate the
time these busy individuals devote to discussing
and resolving issues for the benefit of the industry
and all its role-players.

In October, we hosted a virtual seminar on
the state of the South African construction
industry, which provided much interest and
insight. Prominent industry specialists both local
and international presented their views and
shared their experiences on various aspects
of construction, from digital disruption to
construction workers’ health woes.
In this issue, we touch on some of these

The holidays are almost upon us and, with them,
the promise of relaxation as we reconnect with
family and friends, look back on the year and count
our blessings. Have fun wherever you go and we’ll
see you back here in 2022.
The Editor

CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY NO
PLACE FOR
PRETENDERS

Construction is for construction
professionals. Used car salespeople,
undertakers, events managers and other
masqueraders should stay in their lane.
These were the hard-hitting words of John
Smallwood, Nelson Mandela University
Professor of Construction Management,
addressing a cidb-University of
Johannesburg seminar in October.

South African construction has not covered itself
in glory in recent years. But what state is the
industry really in?
At the physical-virtual event, the cidb gave the mic
to industry leading lights, local and international,
practitioners and academics, for their assessment.
John launched the keynote addresses with a frank
examination of the ills plaguing the local industry.
‘Construction is not healthy,’ he stressed. ‘Covid
was the straw that nearly broke its back.
‘There is a culture of “anyone can build”. Many
industry people have never lifted a pocket of
cement nor positioned a precast concrete kerb.
Lowest price invariably wins the tender.’
Those who want to ‘play’ in construction must
know the economics, management, and science
and technology, he continued, citing several
structural collapses in recent times, some fatal.
‘Education, training and skills are prerequisites
for participation. If you haven’t progressed
through the ranks, don’t enter the playground.
I always remind my honours students that their
qualification is a licence to learn.’
John stated frankly that construction has been
captured for some time. ‘You can recover
from Covid, but once you’ve contracted South
Africanitis, excusitis and entitlementitis leading to
unethical behavour and corruption, it’s over.'

Consciousness and mindfulness are lacking. ‘Be
aware of what is going on around you and of the
implications of actions,’ he advised. ‘Be mindful of
the possible consequences of shortcuts.’
Corruption eventually kills an industry and a
country, John concluded, but it can be reversed
with leadership and management, and educated
and trained, committed people — not used car
dealers and other pretenders. ‘They must stay in
their sector and out of ours,’ he insists.
Prof David Edwards of Birmingham City University
also pulled no punches, telling the audience that
it had taken him two years to complete his PhD,
but five years to learn to lay a brick, such is the
industry’s complexity.
David tackled the illusion of control in an
automated construction industry. ‘I believe
industry 4.0 is the way, but I challenge some
current thinking,’ he opened.
‘We live in a complex manmade built environment
where people, buildings and critical infrastructure
all interact to support social, economic, political
and, increasingly, environmental activities.
‘Industry 4.0 is creating a digitally controlled
virtual world operating on a binary superhighway
traversing the globe. It is a time of massive and
fast-paced change with both opportunities and
threats.’

If you don’t have the skills
and experience, stay off the
construction playground.
Prof John Smallwood

We can’t be luddites, he stressed. ‘Technology is out of the box and can’t
be put back in, but we must manage it. However, we must guard against
becoming slaves to and followers of technology, when technology is
incapable of reasoned choices.
‘We’re exceptionally good at collecting data, but don’t convert them into
wisdom to improve business and society.’

Prof David Edwards officially buried
BIM during his presentation.

Email, David mentioned, had a laudable premise — connecting people,
improving productivity, speeding up communication — but it’s actually
become the bain of lives. ‘It’s all too easy to write an email and say my job is
done. Email has tied us to the computer, not freed us up. Less management
time is spent on site and more in the office. Let us not be fooled that tech is
a solution at every juncture.’
Heralded as a panacea to every construction issue, building information
modelling (BIM) has, in fact, created new problems, he continued, including

costly creation of BIM project teams and the need for added cybersecurity
precautions.
‘BIM is the bandwagon of academia. Academics are chasing after software
developers when we should have been there at the outset determining
industry needs. No major developments are coming out of BIM and it will
become just another established piece of software.
‘You heard it here first — BIM is dead. RIP BIM.’
The seminar also featured Prof Roger Flanagan of University of Reading, who
looked at the global picture; construction stalwart Brian Bruce pondering
relevance post-Covid; University of Manchester’s Dr Obuks Ejohwomu on air
pollution and (see page 7) Gregory Mofokeng of the Black Business Council
of the Built Environment examining performance and threats to small
contractors.

MOOD LIFTING, BUT ONLY JUST
A few more of those in the
construction know – contractors
who work below grassroots
level in the trenches creating
foundations for tomorrow’s
infrastructure – are feeling a
fraction more optimistic than
earlier this year.

Unfortunately, they’re very much in the
minority, with 70% still despondent about
the state of their profession.
Such are the findings of the October cidb
SME Business Conditions Survey, which
reveals the following:
• General building confidence rose from
18 in the second quarter to 28, despite a
decline in building activity. Grades 7 and 8
were most confident, up by 27%, followed
by grades 5 and 6, increasing 10%.
Confidence of grades 3 and 4 dipped by
12%.
• Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern
Cape were the most positive provinces,
with Western Cape remaining decidedly
down in the dumps.

• Civil engineering confidence fell by eight
points to 30 in the third quarter, amid
a slight improvement in construction
activity. Grades 3 and 4 were at an alltime high of 75%. Grades 7 and 8 were
also increasingly confident, but not so
grades 5 or 6.
• Gauteng was on a bit of a roll, with
the largest increase in confidence,
underpinned by a marked improvement
in activity. KwaZulu-Natal was also on a
high.
• Tendering competition decreased, but
firms were still unable to push up prices
due to limited available work.
• Although the building materials shortage
persists, the supplies constraint index
decreased in the last few quarters, falling

by 10% to 34% in the third. However,
building input prices continue to rise.
Dare we hope for a busier, more buoyant
2022? Although ResearchAndMarkets.com
has adjusted its growth forecast for 2021
from 6.2% to 4.6%, the industry is set to rise
after years of decline exacerbated by a 20%
fall in 2020 during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Between 2022 and 2025, the industry
is expected to experience an average
yearly growth of 3.4%, as the government
increases its focus on infrastructure and
energy sector investment initiatives. That’s a
building bandwagon — albeit creaky — that
may be worth boarding.

Gregory Mofokeng, CEO of the Black Business
Council of the Built Environment, did not beat
about the building site when he addressed this
and other burning issues at the recent cidb
seminar on the state of the construction industry.
‘Listed businesses are, for the most part, doing
well and enjoying the prospect of a bright future,
but many at the bottom of the ladder are going
into business rescue to prevent closure,’ he
pointed out. That said, he noted an increase
in activity in the estimating departments of
emerging and smaller contractors, which he
hoped would turn into actual gains.

INDUSTRY ILLS
ILLUMINATED
A collective smile spread across
contractors’ faces when the government
unveiled its Economic Reconstruction and
Recovery Plan in 2020, with infrastructure
development a main component.
But the reality of ‘intention, but little
implementation’ soon had eyes rolling.

Economic reindustrialisation is also evident, with
the stipulation that locally manufactured cement
be used on public sector projects. More must
and will be done to minimise imports to create
much-needed jobs, Gregory said.
Voted out
Many issues ail the construction industry,
he continued, among them the election
phenomenon. ‘After local elections, companies
disappear from the cidb Register of Contractors
because new political actors come in and sweep
clean. Companies that have been around for a
while are cast aside to empower new players.
Businesses cannot become sustainable on this
basis.’
Just do it!
Commonplace are delays in tender award and —
once awarded — in implementation. ‘Advertising
a tender indicates that the budget is there and
allocated,’ Gregory explained. ‘We cannot afford
persistent postponements or cancellations.
These cost contractors dearly.’

Pay delay

Shape up or ship out

Non-payment by both private and public sector
clients starves small businesses of cash flow,
forcing some into business rescue, Gregory told
delegates. In addition, working capital finance
is not easy to come by, with banks declining
applications and guarantees difficult to secure.
‘Service providers must be paid on time,’ he
declared. ‘Guarantees should be in place.
Providers should not suffer because people in
government are not doing their work. The money
is in the system.’

The public sector should be open to private entity
involvement. ‘It’s very frustrating doing business
with clients without capacity,’ Gregory insisted.
‘Government needs to accept private sector
assistance so it can implement projects. People
without the competence and experience to do
a job must make way for those who have them.
The Engineering Council of South Africa has
consistently lobbied for only registered engineers
to be appointed municipal chief engineers and I
think this is finally being done.’

WE NEED
CO N T R ACT S
T HA T
SERVE US
Gregory told seminar delegates

Legislation is the only way to empower
women, the youth and black individuals.

Show the mafia who’s boss

Goodwill fronting

Home-grown contracts

Clients must get their acts together and prioritise
social facilitation to tackle the very real threat of
the construction mafia, he stressed. ‘It’s mayhem
out there. Threats and destruction of assets
cannot continue. These opportunists see that
clients are not organised and move in. Many
don’t even want to work – they just want 30%.
We’re being held to ransom by thugs when
what we need is an environment conducive to
productivity and project delivery.’

Given genuine goodwill, legislation would
not be needed, he stated. ‘Legislation is the
only way to empower women, the youth and
black individuals. Women were told in the
State of the Nation Address that they would
be awarded 40% of the work, yet there is no
legislation to support this.’

Gregory closed his presentation with comment
on his pet topic — construction contracts. ‘Our
contracts must be owned by our government
and our stakeholders must play a role in their
governance. We shouldn’t have to ask contract
owners for permission to change documents to
suit our circumstances. We need contracts that
serve us.’

The CIDB Act review must be completed,
he added. ‘We cannot afford to labour over
one piece of legislation for six years. The
department know what needs to be done
and it must be done now.’

*The January issue of Concrete will feature more perspectives
on the local cement requirement and an update on the
development of local construction contracts.

The Council for the Built Environment (CBE) has
welcomed aboard a new CEO in Msizi Myeza, a
professional planner registered with the South
African Council for Town and Regional Planners.
Msizi sports a BSc Hons degree in town and
regional planning, a master’s in development
planning and is currently working towards
his PhD in civil engineering. Other credentials
include leadership, financial management,
knowledge economy and city competitiveness
and governance.

NEW FACE FOR
THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

The announcement was warmly received on the
CBE Facebook page, with more than one poster
expressing pride, offering support and indicating
that the move was well-deserved.
Announcing the appointment, CBE chair, Dr
Sitsabo Dlamini, noted that Msizi had served in
the private sector, and in various positions in
provincial and local government, most recently
City of Tshwane, expressing his confidence that
the CBE and the industry would give him their
full cooperation as he settles in and familiarises
himself with the sector.

Nana Mhlongo, who was sitting in as CEO, is
now chief operations officer. Well versed in the
challenges of the role, with master’s degrees in
urban housing management and in urban and
regional planning, Nana is also a PhD student,
working on her engineering management
doctorate. She boasts several complementary
skills, including strategic planning, budgeting
and financial management, and is well known in
the sector for championing vital causes such as
transformation.

AWESOME
TRANSFORMATIONAL
SPIN-OFF FROM cidb
AWARDS
Only two years in and it’s already disrupting
the construction industry status quo.
The cidb Empowerment and Recognition
of Women in Construction (ERWIC)
competition has stirred the trailblazing
brain cells of three of its hall of famers in
recent months. The result is a programme
of potentially profound impact for women
building their way to success.

The concept of Women Economic Empowerment
Programme (WEEP) arose from discussions
between award winner and founder of Amedzo
Trading and Projects, Dr Nkgomeleng Julia
Petla, cidb and Department of Public Works
and Infrastructure (DPWI). ‘We stressed our
appreciation for the recognition given by the
ERWICs, but challenged them to go further
by helping women to become economically
emancipated to grow their businesses and
ensure their sustainability,’ she explains. ‘The cidb
and DPWI were amenable to the ideas we put
forward.’

Its pillars are standing pretty firmly already. First
are the many experts in their fields, mentors and
leaders who will be brought on board to impart
skills where gaps have been identified. ‘Our
women know how to run businesses, but there
is a need for more familiarity with the technical
and contractual aspects of construction,’ Julia
explains.
Most important is the need to ensure that
business opportunities come their way. It’s one
thing to capacitate people, but if they don’t have
access to projects, the exercise is futile.

Julia and fellow ERWIC awardees, Thobekile
Ndlovu of Thobethulani Trading and Rachel
Molamu of Mercycon, are running with it, putting
structures in place to create a programme to
help dozens of winning women to capitalise on
their skills and innovativeness to dig themselves
an even more profitable niche in the industry.
The programme will be open, initially at least, to
ERWIC award contenders and winners.
‘WEEP is a work in progress,’ says Julia. ‘It will still
be finetuned before being launched officially.’

It’s one thing to capacitate people, but if they don’t have
access to projects, the exercise is futile.

‘I did not coin the term “positive discrimination”,
but it fits perfectly in our context.’
WEEP’s results must be measurable and tangible,
she continues, citing the youngest ERWIC winner
to date, Perseverence Mashale, head of cidb level
1 contractor Ke Nale Modisa Construction and
Projects, who took project delivery excellence
honours in 2021. ‘Once Perseverence has gone
through the programme, she must be on level 4
or 5. She must be an entrepreneur rather than
a tenderpreneur. Turnovers of all our members
must have risen considerably by the time they
exit the programme.’
WEEP members could not wish for a better role
model than Julia, a doctor of philosophy and
business who has 12 years’ built environment
experience and has made a splash across the
world, earning several accolades for her business
acumen.

We must be deliberate about
empowering women, regardless of
race, culture or circumstances, and
never be apologetic about it.

With her flair for business, people sit up when
she speaks.

Sit up readers because here come some wise
Petla words … ’We must be deliberate about
empowering women, regardless of race, culture
or circumstances, and never be apologetic
about it,’ she states emphatically. ‘Opportunities
have to be created just for women, not so
that they compete with men but to compete
among themselves. And we need to monetise
empowerment, otherwise it means absolutely
nothing.’
WEEP will not sit and wait for the presidential
pronouncement of 40% project allocation to
women to materialise, Julia concludes. ‘Not even
10% goes to women currently,’ she insists. ‘There
is no policy supporting the 40% statement, so
we will work with the government to make sure
it happens. We will do everything in our power to
empower women economically. That is the crux
of WEEP.’

